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Recognise the Mystery Men?
Yes, one is Father Christmas!

Christmas 2015

Last year, as usual, Sandra and I
took some food to the Roof family.
The oldest boy and father were in the house when we
called. We also wanted to take a closer look at the state of the roof over the section of
the old house where the old lady lived, the father’s sister. It was in a pretty awful state,
leaking so badly that she could only live in half of it. Her son has offered to put corrugated metal sheets over it to keep out the rain. Wooden supports will also be needed. Money has been donated for this purpose. Razvan and Adrian dealt with the purchase and
delivery. The old lady was very poorly - she didn’t even have the energy to stand at the
fence and ask for wood for her fire. She was just sitting on the doorstep. Her brother said
she had stomach cancer. As you can see, the roof has been repaired. But sadly, the old
lady did not live very long to enjoy it. She passed away before Christmas 2015. At least
she is no longer suffering. The Editor
From our man on the spot: Adrian. At a three hour ceremony, Adrian accepted an
award from the Mayor of Comanesti on behalf of the BHRG. And the translation is
as follows: Diploma of excellence is offered with honour to Mr Adrian Woodroffe
as a sign of gratitude and appreciation for the volunteering implications in the organisation and promotion of events of the Year of the European Citizens 2014,
conducted by the European Information Centre "Europe Direct Comanesti" and
the Town Hall of Comanesti.
Adding to our Picture Gallery: - Our Honorary Patron, Adam Sambrook, Deputy
Head of Mission, The British Embassy in Romania, visited the Centre and was welcomed by The Mayor of Comanesti, Adrian and Delia, the Manager of the Centre.
He was treated to a tour of the building, including The Rose
Centre and he was very impressed. As a result of funding
from the EU , central Romanian Government and the
local council, many
of the pavements
and roads in Comanesti have been
replaced, even
down to more backstreets which makes
life a lot easier for
everyone!

Team one: this team, led by Lyn,
stay for seven days, deliver family
boxes and children’s boxes as do all the teams, but they also organise and run a party for the youngsters at the Centre. They
make cakes and prepare crafts and bravely run the gauntlet of
many from the age of four to twenty four and above, who have
had the excitement of presents and too much sugar! (This includes the staff!) They bravely go where others fear to tread! This
year they tackled the task of fitting together office chairs for the
Rose Centre and I understand there were no bits left
over, which is a bonus!

Team Two: Our mission, should we choose to accept it, is to spend time double
checking all the remaining shoeboxes, counting how many we have in each age
group and for each gender. When we have stopped having hysterics, we then
set to and aim to ensure we have enough for every child that our friend Adrian
has promised will receive a present, including those for Team Three. A formidable task let me assure you! Every time we go, we know the trip will be hard
work and emotionally draining but it is also a great joy to see so many happy faces and this year was no exception.
The good part? Definitely visiting the schools to give out the presents. Yet again, we were amazed to see so many
children getting so excited about simple items like toothbrushes, soap, pencils and pencil cases. One little girl
peered in her box, pulled out the toothbrush and ran around the classroom proudly showing it off to all the other
children and checking to see if they had one too. A young boy looked into his box and squealed with delight when
he found a pencil case and then on discovering it was full of pens and pencils, he squealed even more and jumped
up and down with excitement. You don’t need to speak the language – words are not necessary, the joy and happiness of children is universal. The hard part? Visiting the families in their homes and seeing them in dire straits, a
mother with no food in the cupboard for herself and her four young children, an eight year old girl who could not
attend school one day because her one and only set of clothes was being
washed, a ten year old boy who attended school in girl’s clothing as his family had no other clothes for him to wear. Yvonne Harrison and The Editor

Like mother, like daughter! Volunteers Yvonne and Sophie

The situation that touched us most this year was that of a twelve
year old girl, lying helpless in bed because of a spinal injury following
a sledging accident earlier this year. She unable to get up and out of
bed and was wearing incontinence pads only because she could not
mobilise to the toilet. She had no dignity and no hope for the future,
but it doesn’t have to be like this. We found out from the social
worker that there may be a chance for this young girl to access a rehabilitation programme which would help her to adjust, to enable her to get up with the help of a hoist, and to
be able to mobilise to use a commode or the toilet and enable a gradual return to normal life, but it costs and
this family do not have the money to pay for it. Adrian is currently looking into what specifically is needed. We
can’t solve all the problems we see but together we can
help to solve some!
One little boy peaked into his box but then closed it quickly, hugging it to him, his face solemn. When persuaded, he
opened the lid again and took out the two little soft toys to
give them a hug. Then proceeded to get them to play together, last seen with a small football from his box, playing
football all over his desk, grinning and laughing at the
game.
We travelled out of Comanesti to a very poor area which
we had not been to before. I was checking on the boxes in
the school corridor, bending down,
when I felt a little hand curl round my
neck and a soft kiss was placed on my
cheek. A little hug followed. When I
looked up, I saw a young girl walking
away, turning back to me with a big
smile and a wave, hugging her shoe box
in her arms as she left for home. That’s
when the tissues came out! It doesn’t
matter how many times you go, how
hard you try to keep everything in
perspective, no matter how many
times you tell yourself that you can
only do so much, it still gets to you!!

Team three had a really rubbish start to their trip. The fog
was so bad that the plane was diverted to Iasi and they
were coached back to Bacau. After a very early start from
Luton, the travel weary group felt it was just a step too
far! However, they bit the bullet and got down to business, delivering to families and schools alike. During one of
their journeys to deliver, they came across a
house fire which appeared to be gaining in ferocity with no sign of the fire brigade. People
were frantically trying with buckets of water
from a well and inadequate hoses, with no
mains water supply, to put it out and to save at
least some of the items from the burning
house. Not to mention preventing the flames
travelling to nearby homes. Our intrepid team
stepped up to the mark and together with
neighbours, formed a human chain to try to
save at least some household items for the owner. We all
know that for many people in this area, what they have is
what they’ve got. And no more! No insurance, so once it’s
gone, it’s gone! It is not surprising that fires do occur,
considering that heating is mostly from wood burning
stoves and that buildings are very often built with wood
and other combustible materials. The fire brigade eventually arrived but sadly, the flames spread to nearby homes
and a great deal of devastation resulted. It is believed
that it started from a spark from a wooden fire. The old lady who owned the house
where it started, arrived as they were trying
to put the flames out and was absolutely
beside herself. By the time the flames were
under control, three
homes had been totally
destroyed. Tragic for all
three families. Adrian
has since returned with
items from our stores to
give at least a little support to the people involved.

The Rose Centre looks fantastic! The last major works
were the entrance stairs. The configuration of
scaffolding was a joy to behold but the results look very smart. Carmen and Vasilica have done a huge amount of work cleaning, sewing and hanging
curtains, arranging furniture and so on. Carmen is a little terrier when
she is faced with a difficult challenge. We were given quite a few very
good quality office desks but they came in pieces. Many pieces! With no
instructions! Undaunted, Carmen scrolled the internet and found some
pictures! Armed with that, the result was amazing as you can see from
the picture! Team one also armed with screwdrivers, managed to put
together a set of office chairs for the computer room. Well done you
guys! The security system has been set up but we need to have the
phone, TV, internet and WIFI installed before it can be used. Carmen
is working on the licencing and documentation, helped by Delia as
some of the authorisations cover both centres. She will have to pay
2000 lei to the fire department for documentation, fire extinguishers,
fire protection spray in the attic, checking hydrants and equipment,
and a First Aid kit. Then 600 – 700 lei per year to the Health Department. This covers things like disinfection, pest control, water sample
check, the water company contract . However, there has been a major setback: because there was a major fire in December in Bucharest, the Romanian authorities have tightened up on the fire safety
regulations and we are required to review
our provision. It sounds so far that this is
going to be very expensive! Yet if this
makes the building safer then it can’t be
bad! The Rose town shop: Jan and Sue
from Team three visited the Rose Centre
Shop and were very impressed at how efficiently it was presented. BUT Carmen desperately needs more stock—more children’s clothes for all ages, toys, equipment
for babies and toddlers, ….Sales have been
good since Mioara joined as assistant and
they have been able to keep the shop open
for five days a week.

Sainsbury’s Vouchers: thank you so much for arranging the collection of Sainsbury vouchers again this year at the University of Law
for us. We collected a total of 4813 and this enabled us to order a
specially selected range of sensory and tactile equipment to help
encourage motor skills: A modular sensory pod, ideal for environments where a full sensory room is not available. Suitable for multiple users, this large pod creates a temporary sensory room, with a
roll up door for easy access, which
can tie up to create an open doorway into the area. Ideal for use with
projectors and light sources: gamester perforated lightweight balls: monster trax
- A movement and balance trainer designed to challenge all ability levels. You can
see from these pictures that our youngsters have not wasted any time in making
use of them all! We are hoping in the future to install a sensory room in the centre
for our children with special needs, as it will be so beneficial for them, however at
the present we do not have the necessary funds for this. In the meantime the sensory items obtained with the vouchers will be a good start. Thank you so much for
supporting us again – it really is appreciated. Please pass on my thanks to everyone who gave us their vouchers and helped us achieve such an amazing result.
And now—Sainsburys are once again issuing their Active Kids vouchers. They can
be collected from now until 3 May 2016 at all Sainsbury’s stores, petrol stations
and when ordering groceries online. If you, or anyone you know, are able to collect them for us to get something for the children in Comanesti they would be
gratefully received. Please send them to “Biggin Hill Romania Group – Poole, 59
Alum Chine Road, Westbourne, Bournemouth Dorset BH4 8DU” Thank you! Lyn Jenkins

The storage room provided by Store & Secure self-storage allows the charity to
store donated items for its annual Christmas
shoe box appeal, as well as clothes, bedding
and toys. Volunteer Lyn Jenkins said: “the
storage room is extremely helpful to us – contributors can deliver items direct, with very
easy access, and we can work there to sort
items and pack for shipping.
Every two years, in June, a group of volunteers head over to the
Centre to organise and run a football week for local youngsters.
This is extremely popular and very well attended. As Bill Shankly
once said “ Some people say that football is a matter of life and
death. That is not
true. It’s more
important than
that!” These pictures were taken from last year’s project. Everyone gets a certificate to prove they took part and great fun is had
by all. If you are interested, there will be an opportunity in 2017,
on the next trip, to help; just use one of the contacts at the end
of this Newsletter.

Putting The Fun into FUNdraising!: So what have we been up to since last time we spoke? So many people have
continued to do so much for us, some new ideas and some trusty old faithfuls!
Not Only: last year, Lucy Marshall freefall abseiled down this - the Orbital in the
Olympic Park and was overwhelmed to have passed the £200 mark. “Thank you so
much for all the support everyone, so pleased to be able to be giving so much for
such an incredible cause x In November 2014, in Luton Airport, I met the seven
wonderful women I'd be spending the coming week with in Romania. I'd helped out
beforehand in wrapping, packing, sorting and loading the Christmas shoeboxes for
the children- filled with toothbrushes, combs, toys and lots of wonderful bits & bobs
donated by the schools and families around Biggin Hill and
surrounding areas. The eight of us spent a week packing and sorting more boxes, delivering to countless schools, even being host to a Christmas party with the children and
meeting the many, many wonderful people of Comanesti. Being one of the poorest places
in Europe, we saw and heard about some very terrible situations caused by the extreme
poverty, some of which the Biggin Hill Romania Group have helped massively.” Go Lucy!!
And A Special Mention has to be made of one of our oldest supporters, in more ways than one! Doris has supported us for 20 years now. She recently heard that we planned to convert the back area at the Centre into a garden and play area for the use of both children and young adults using our facilities. So she gave us even more.
£1000! And she is a 90 year old, young pensioner!! Whoop! Whoop! What a star you are Doris!
But Also: the Poole Quiz Night raised nearly £1000, the Wimborne St Giles tea party raised £998 and the Poole
Quiz Night again almost £1000. The Tea4Two for £12.50 raised £160 (anyone can do this! You just need a garden,
lovely sandwiches and yummy cakes, coffee, tea and a bunch of friends who enjoy an afternoon out, hopefully in
the sun!): the Pop up Restaurant in Biggin Hill £865, (turn your downstairs into a dining room, set up every table
and chair you have, choose a delicious menu and invite people to book a table. If everyone knows it each other it
can turn into musical chairs, but that’s fine! Such fun!) The 25th Anniversary Dinner held in St Mark’s Church in
Biggin Hill was a great evening. We met so many friends who have supported us over the years, ate a lovely meal,
were entertained by traditional Romanian music from Robert Pumea, plus all female vocal group, Sweet Harmony
singing some very old favourites. As well as having a great evening we raised £763. Can’t be bad! And now …….
Don’t forget our regulars— fill a shoebox or a family box for Christmas: Sponsor a child –there are always children needing sponsorship at the RCC and the FFLC. We have had to look for new sponsors as people need to
change their commitment to the Centre—maybe they retire and funds become more stretched. However, we still
regularly need funds to pay salaries and other support. If you are interested in sponsoring one of our youngsters,
please contact our sponsorship secretary Annaliese at aml.budimir@gmail.com: make a donation and Gift Aid it if
you are a tax payer—the potential list of how to help Is endless!! I would like end with a great big thank you to all
those people and organisations over the years who have steadfastly supported us in our efforts to
make a difference. In a world which is constantly changing some things do not—the desperate
need for help, and those who are prepared to give that help. We can’t do it all but with your support we will do our best. God Bless you. …….. Sandra Dolan
I hope you have found the pictures included here to be interesting, inspiring and uplifting. I make no apology if
you have found some images to be distressing. We tell it how it is. There are many more stories told through pictures which Adrian has posted on our Facebook page so please do have a look at
http://www.facebook.com/BigginHillRomaniaGroup
Contacts: - Sandra Dolan: sandra.dolan9@gmail.com

The Editor
Lyn Jenkins: bhrg_info_poole@yahoo.co.uk

Adrian Woodroffe: comanesticontact@bigginhillromaniagroup.com
Caroline Budimir: cem.budimir@googlemail.com

Editor: Caroline Budimir

